
LENTY TRACK / OKTALITE

LUMINAIRE TYPE
TRACK LIGHT

System Performance: 12W - 23W

Temperature: 2700 K, 3000 K - EW,BC, 3500 K, 4000 K - EC, BF

Luminous Flux: 1000 lm - 2000 lm

Luminous Efficiency: 65 lm/W - 83 lm/W

CRI: 92-98

Pan Tilt: 320° turning 90° swivel

Beam: Spot, Medium Flood, Flood

Dimensions: L: 118mm, W: 32mm, H: 149mm

Material: Die-cast Aluminum

Frequency: 50-60 Hz

Protection: IP20

Protection Class: I

Weight: 0.7 Kg

LENTY TRACK

LENTY TRACK excels with a light appearance that highlights goods and surfaces more pointedly than ever before. Interior design arrangements 
and individual products alike – this discreet luminaire is a multi-talent in targeted illumination. The small trend spotlight featuring specially 
developed lens technology scores points with excellently focused light quality in the fashion sector, among others. Be it fashion or surfaces: its core 
light, which is brighter compared to reflector spotlights, makes target objects stand out more vividly and sharply from their surroundings, enabling 
new lighting concepts. The luminaire is equipped with a CRI above 90 in all light colours and provides intense highlights at small lumen packages.

DETAILS

APPLICATION
Food Lighting
Retail Lighting
Architectural Lighting

MANUFACTURER

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN



Its strength lies in a small design combined with a concentrated beam characteristic. LENTY TRACK guides light directly to its destination with 
little scattering loss. This increases observer attention. Tables, exhibits, store windows: the lens spotlight establishes attractive islands of light that 
are clearly delineated in the room and generate suspense. LENTY TRACK is a complete track luminaire, making it an excellent long-term lighting 
solution.

Thanks to its maximum wattage in a minimal format, the lens spotlight is also recommendable for smaller shops with rather low ceiling heights such 
as acousticians, opticians and jewellers. In addition to retail applications, LENTY TRACK is also ideal for use in areas such as offices and 
restaurants. Available in black or white, this light artist is also ideal as a combination partner with downlights such as SONNOS from the TRILUX 
portfolio.

Download Product Data Sheet

 

https://www.oktalite.com/datasheet/media/filebase/files/products/Produktdatenblaetter/DAT_Aufbau_LENTY_TRACK_LED_EN.pdf

